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victoria princess royal wikipedia Nov 15 2021 victoria princess royal victoria adelaide mary louisa 21 november 1840 5 august 1901 was german empress and queen of prussia as
the wife of german emperor frederick iii she was the eldest child of queen victoria of the united kingdom and prince albert of saxe coburg and gotha and was created princess royal
in 1841 she was the mother of wilhelm ii
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alfred döblin wikipedia Dec 16 2021 bruno alfred döblin german ˈalfʁeːt døːˈbliːn 10 august 1878 26 june 1957 was a german novelist essayist and doctor best known for his
novel berlin alexanderplatz 1929 a prolific writer whose œuvre spans more than half a century and a wide variety of literary movements and styles döblin is one of the most
important figures of german literary modernism
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rainer werner fassbinder wikipedia Jan 17 2022 early life fassbinder was born in the small town of bad wörishofen on 31 may 1945 he was born three weeks after us army
occupied the town and the unconditional surrender of germany the aftermath of world war ii deeply marked his childhood and the lives of his family in compliance with his mother
s wishes fassbinder later claimed he was born in 1946 to more clearly
the tale of genji wikipedia Sep 13 2021 the tale of genji 源氏物語 genji monogatari pronounced ɡeɲdʑi monoɡaꜜtaɾi is a classic work of japanese literature written in the early 11th
century by the noblewoman and lady in waiting murasaki shikibu the original manuscript created around the peak of the heian period no longer exists it was made in concertina or
orihon style several sheets of paper pasted
kirchner paintings bio ideas theartstory Apr 20 2022 in the background of kirchner s picture stands a nude who bears a resemblance to his lover of the time erna schilling oil on
canvas allen memorial art museum ohio 1924 blick auf davos after being discharged from the military kirchner took refuge in davos where the alps surrounding his home provided
a new kind of bucolic inspiration the painting depicts a cool
lady oscar film wikipedia Apr 08 2021 lady oscar japanese ベルサイユのばら hepburn berusaiyu no bara the rose of versailles is a 1979 english language romantic period drama film based
on the manga the rose of versailles by riyoko ikeda the film was written and directed by jacques demy with music composed by his regular collaborator michel legrand the french
japanese co production was
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yoshiko yamaguchi wikipedia May 21 2022 yoshiko yamaguchi 山口 淑子 yamaguchi yoshiko february 12 1920 september 7 2014 was a japanese singer actress journalist and politician
born in china she made an international career in film in china hong kong japan and the united states early in her career the manchukuo film association concealed her japanese
origin and she went by the chinese
tsuguharu foujita wikipedia Aug 24 2022 léonard tsuguharu foujita 藤田 嗣治 fujita tsuguharu november 27 1886 january 29 1968 was a japanese french painter and printmaker born in
tokyo japan who applied japanese ink techniques to western style paintings at the height of his fame in paris during the 1920s he was known for his portraits of nudes using an
opalescent white ink with fine black
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bishōnen wikipedia Jun 22 2022 ian buruma notes that yoshitsune was considered by contemporaries to be not physically prepossessing but that his legend later grew and due to
this he became depicted with good looks abe no seimei was depicted according to the standards of a heian era middle aged man but since 1989 he has been depicted as a modern
style bishōnen
ero guro wikipedia Mar 19 2022 history ero guro art experienced a boom when ero guro nansensu a subculture characterized as a prewar bourgeois cultural phenomenon that
devoted itself to explorations of the deviant the bizarre and the ridiculous manifested in the popular culture of taishō tokyo during the 1920s writer ian buruma describes the social
atmosphere of the time as a skittish sometimes
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houston stewart chamberlain wikipedia Sep 25 2022 houston stewart chamberlain ˈ tʃ eɪ m b ər l ɪ n 9 september 1855 9 january 1927 was a british german philosopher who wrote
works about political philosophy and natural science his writing promoted german ethnonationalism antisemitism and scientific racism and he has been described as a racialist
writer his best known book the two volume die grundlagen des
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